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А day was a different day than everyone else. Spark woke up early at 3 am.She knew that she had paranormal
abilities to avoid the trouble. Spark was walking down the street in the center of Old City, and one witch shouted:
"Great happiness is waiting for you!"
"No, no!", Spark rushed.
"I will not want you money!", the strange person shoute desperately! Stop walking! Stop walking! Weit!”
Spark passed hard.
A week ago the same scene was played around Old City School.
Life we do it ourselves.
We choose our work, our friends.
To work well we need to rest properly.
Here Spark agreed with Ms Strawberry.
There was no regret for something of our present life.
Survivor people spend a lot for phones, for the Internet, for excursions abroad ...said a famous financial expert.
Smarter people spend a little. They can and with less rest.
You have to be smart, and you will be smart as you are modest.
When one afternoon the teachers Ms Spark, Ms Angel, Ms Marlene and Director Strowberry were at coffee in
the center of Old City ,eating ice-cream cake, Strawberry told the teachers:
I must inform you that you should not rely on your salaries until at least the 8th of the month. The benefits of the three
retired teachers have eaten the budget...
Using a public computer is not very good idea. The librarian could to see who you communicate with, what
you love.
Seven years ago, a lady in black murmured ironically at Spark`s address:"
She using Google translate!"
And what of this - it's a computer program that suits your replies.
As a robot for communication in a foreign language.
Well, like no other people speaking a foreign language, the programs are great. Spark went to the public library
to do the job, not to show up.
She spent seven days, and she patiently waited for her salary.
The salary did not transfer it until the 8th of the following month, and when she called Diabolo to ask what
was going on, Diabolo said:
Oooo, after two days I'll go to the bank-on Monday! She paused for three seconds and continued
It was not, calmly, I went to the bank, until tonight you will have salaries!
Do you know what Diabolo did when Spark boasts of having purchased an electronic scale? Bring salty
cookies, Spark get with courtesy and the result was that this day she lost the battle with pounds. The battle of the day
was lost, but the war did not.
By the way, two days ago, on the bench in the garden next to her sat Devil himself, with crutches, dark.
He asked politely whether he could sit beside her. Around it was full of free benches. "I'm from Dove City," he
said without anyone asking.
Spark sensed that there was badenergy,
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That it was not normal, an dit was not accidentally a stranger to question but did not show any thing that was
unpleasant to her. "I'm very angry," said the intruder.
How old are you, what do you do, do you have children, do you live with someone?
" “I `m teacher”, said Spark. And I've worked in Dove City as an English teacher.
"Oooooo, I recognized you now, Ms Spark! I'm Tricks.”, The intruder went on with pretended courtesy.
I was very angry with you, I was running along the corridors, Do not you remember me? "
Spark had dark glasses and wondered how he recognized her, and she replied sincerely:
"I do not remember you because you grow and change.
I do not remember any one angry because I'm well balanced and just not angry.
” "Oooooo ..."the intruder Tricks was frankly astonished, that he so struggled to angry the lady in English class, and she
would not remember it.
Spark laughed internally from the soul, because she was happy and cheerful, and she did not want anyone bad...
And a whole week may be more, and it was light and joyful to the soul.
She had taught the most important lesson in life, not to do evil, because it returns to the one who makes evil.
A lesson who Spark gave Tricks was “The people do not remain evil in their minds.|” Tricks was of the
uneducated, lazy, hateful people, willing to get things into life without labor and doctrine, just like that...
Spark prudently cut off the unwanted encounter, and she apologize that she has work ....She told him to have
courage, to continue heal, to must learn…
Spark a day after meeting with Tricks, she slipped at home. With wet fee she fell on the laminate floor. She
had mild plan in the knee. She even limped.
Two nights she mets on her knee compresses of onions, vinegar and salt.
After a weekend, she bought an ointment from the pharmacy, which made her feel good.
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